Let A and B be bounded operators on Hubert spaces Jf and ¿£, respectively. The essential numerical range of the operator X -» A X -XB, defined on the Hilbert-Schmidt class f>1(¿¿?, JÍ?) is expressed in terms of the numerical and the essential numerical ranges of A and B.
1. Introduction and preliminaries. A generalized derivation on the algebra &(Jf ) of all bounded operators on a Hubert space Jf is an operator on So(3f) of the form X^AX-XB, Ae^(jf),
where A and B are fixed elements of 3¡(JÍ?). In the past, generalized derivations and their restrictions to norm ideals in 3o( 3tf ) have been studied by many authors. Up to now their spectra and essential spectra have been characterized [7, 8, 13] , and their norms [16] and numerical ranges [12, 15] have been determined. For bounded operators on Hubert spaces the concept of the essential numerical range plays an important role, and in this note the essential numerical range of the restriction of a generalized derivation to the Hilbert-Schmidt class will be determined. Before stating the results we establish the notation. For every T e So(Jif) the spatial numerical range, W(T), is defined by W(T)= {{Tx,x);x e JÉ", ||jc||= l}.
If sf is a Banach algebra with unit 1, then the algebra numerical range of an arbitrary element T e s/ is defined by F(r)-{/(r);/ej/', ||/||-/(1)-1}.
Here, of course, s&' denotes the space of all continuous linear functionals on sé'. It is well known that for a Hilbert space operator T the algebra numerical range V(T) of T (considered as an element of the algebra @(Jt)) is simply the closure of the spatial numerical range W(T) (see [2] ). The essential numerical range, Ve(T), of an operator T G 3S( yC) is (by definition) the numerical range of the coset T + Jf(Jf) in the Calkin algebra 36(3/C)/Jf(J?), where Jt{3t) is the ideal of all compact operators on ¿P. (For more details about numerical ranges in Banach algebras, see [2 and 3] , and for the essential numerical ranges in particular, see [6 and 3] . We need the following characterization of the essential numerical ranges, obtained by Fillmore, Stampfli, and Williams in [6] : For T G @(jf\ X G Ve (T) if and only if there exists an orthonormal sequence (x") in Jf such that À = \im(Txn, xn).
The class of all Hilbert-Schmidt operators from a Hubert space if to a Hilbert space Jt? will be denoted by <#2(y, 3f) and, of course, #2(jr) = ^(J?, JC).
(The reader is referred to [14] for the definition of the Hilbert-Schmidt class.) Recall that «if2 (if, 3>i?) is a Hilbert space and that AXB g ^2(£C, 3?) for every A g 3è( JO, X g (é2(Se, je) and B g &(££); in particular, the operator DAB(X) = AX -XB, lEf(5',J'), (1) is similar to the formula for the essential spectra of generalized derivations proved by Fialkow in [8] , and as such, it is not unexpected, but the method of proof is quite different.
In the proof of this theorem it is convenient to exploit the language of tensor products. Recall [17, 4] is through the observation that the map T -* T* is a linear isometry of SS(^) onto SS(^) which maps the identity operator 1^ to /¿> and the ideal Jf(áC) to Jf(.!?).) We obtain in this way an equivalent equality. Thus, to prove the theorem, it suffices to prove the two inclusions
where Jif and if are any separable Hilbert spaces and A g 38 (JF), B g 3o{&).
Proof of the inclusion (2) . Put D = A 9 I&-1^9 B. Since Ve(D) is a convex compact set, and since V(A) (respectively V(B)) is the closure of W(A) (respectively W(B)), it suffices to prove that
Ve(A)-W(B)çzVe(D) and W(A) -Ve(B) ç Ve(D).
We shall prove only the first inclusion, for the proof of the second is similar. Let X & Ve(A), u £ W(B), let (xn) be an orthonormal sequence in Jrf such that \im(Ax", xi:) = X, and let v be a unit vector in S^ such that (By, y) = u. Then the sequence (xn 9 y) in Jt9 3? is orthonormal, and we have (D(xn 9 y), xn 9 y) = (Ax," x")(y, y) -(x," x"){By, y) = (Ax,"xn)-(By,y).
It follows that the sequence ((D(xn 9 y), x" 9 y)) converges to X -¡u, hence A -u g Ve(D). a Remark 2. The inclusion corresponding to (2) holds also for generalized derivations on ¿&(Jf ), on norm ideals in ¿%(Jif), and on irreducible C*-subalgebras of 9S{3f). In fact, if sé is an irreducible C*-subalgebra of äS(J^) Remark 3. The author does not know whether the inclusion corresponding to (3) holds also for generalized derivations on 3ê( Jzf ). In the proof of (3) we shall use the identities
, that hold for arbitrary Hilbert space operators T and S. The first identity is well known and can be proved for the the usual spatial numerical ranges by a direct computation, and then for the algebra numerical ranges by taking the closures. The second identity can be easily verified by using the following characterization of the essential numerical range [6] : for any Hilbert space operator /? e J(jf), A ë Ve(R) if and only if there exists a sequence of unit vectors xn in Jt that converge weakly to 0 such that X = \im(Rxn, xn). We shall apply these identities to operators on 2(if, Jf).
To prove the inclusion (3) we first need a simple lemma. For every subset V of C and for every e > 0 put Since for any two operators Tx and T2 the inclusion Ve(Tx + T2) Q Ve(Tx) + Ve(T2) holds by the definition of the algebra numerical range, we conclude from (6) and (5) that ( Since the essential numerical range of an operator T does not change when T is compressed to a subspace of finite codimension [6] , [3, p. 129], (7) Proof. The existence of an operator S such that the operator T ffi S is quasidiagonal is proved by Arveson in [1] , so we shall only show that the proof in [1] implies also the inclusions (11) . Note first that there exists a compact operator K on 34? such that the operator T' = T -K satisfies where r"' is the compression of T to the subspace /T,,^ of 34*. That is, there exist operators T" and S such that Q' = T" © 5 and such that T" is unitarily equivalent to 7". Since K(T"') ç K(T') for every zz and since \\K'\\ < e/2, we have When e tends to 0 in the last inclusion, we obtain (3). D The proof of the theorem is so completed. As an immediate consequence of the theorem we get that DAB is a compact operator if and only if it is 0. Indeed, if DAB is compact, then Ve(DAB) = {0} and it follows by the theorem that A = XI = B for some A g C. This result can be proved in a more elementary way by the methods of [9] . Indeed, Fong and Sourour characterized in [9] compact elementary operators on 38(34?), and this characterization includes as a special case the fact that a nonzero generalized derivation is not compact (see [9, p. 849, Example 1]).
